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Abstract. With the recent advances in ubiquitous communications and the
growing demand for low-power wireless technology, smart mobile device
(SMD) access various Internet of Things (IoTs) resources through heteroge-
neous wireless networks (HWNs) at any time and place alternately. There are
some new requirements for integrating IoTs servers in which each one is indi-
vidually gathering its local resources in HWNs, which cooperatively supports
SMD to get some flexibility or temporary contract(s) and privileges in order to
access their corresponding desired service(s) in a group of collaboration IoTs
servers. However, traditional access control schemes designed for a single server
are not sufficient to handle such applications across multiple cooperative IoTs
servers to get rich services in IoTs environments. It does not take into account
both security and efficiency of IoTs servers, which securely share their resour-
ces. Therefore, the cooperative IoTs-based RBAC (Role-based Access Control)
model with trust evaluation function for reducing internal security threat in the
RBAC servers is proposed in this paper, where RBAC is an access control
mechanism via managing the users’ roles and giving their corresponding access
rights. Finally, a cooperative RBAC model with both trust evaluation function
and cooperation trust evaluation function is designed and presented for reducing
internal security threats in collaborative IoTs servers.
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1 Introduction

Due to the development of communication technology among Internet of Things (IoTs)
[1, 2] and heterogeneous wireless networks (HWNs), many emerging application
services have been developed. These application services include the following features
or disadvantages. First, these application services often use Location Based Services
(LBS) to provide information to the smart mobile device (SMD). Although LBS ser-
vices bring huge incomes for the SMD manufacturers, APP (application) software
development companies and telecommunication operators, these new application ser-
vices have suffered a lot of new challenges in access control. Second, some services are
accessed by SMD from a remote server in HWNs. It cannot provide handover function
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in order to get the access rights for continuous access to server. Therefore, leaving the
wireless coverage area of the Base Station or AP (Access Point), the SMD which is
accessing some services will be interrupted. Furthermore, the SMD logs in to the server
with the privileges provided by the original registration server. It can get the privileges
to similar servers through the cooperation negotiation mechanism among these servers.
Thus, new access control (AC) techniques are required to meet this situations.

At present, AC has been researched for various applications, and there are different
AC approaches for different environments. The general RBAC model is one of the AC
technologies formally was first proposed by Ferraiolo et al. [3] in 1992. Their model
defined that there is a user’s assigned a role to access the resources managed by a remote
server. The user’s access rights should be determined by his assigned role. Each role has
its associated set of some individual member(s). The role is the basis component of the
RBAC model that categorizes users based on their various properties. The basic model
[4–10] of the RBAC as shown in Fig. 1 [10] includes the sets offive basic data elements
such as Users (U), Roles (R), Objects (OBJ), Operations (OPT) and Permissions (P).
Users are considered to be human beings, machines, networks, smart devices or intel-
ligent agents that could perform some activities. Roles are defined as a set of permissions
to access the specific resources. Permissions are approvals to execute operations on one
or more objects. Operations are the executions of a specific function that is invocated by
a user. Objects are entities that contain or receive information, or have exhaustible
system resources. Moreover, the basic model of the RBAC is introduced its concept of
role activation as part of a user’s session within a computer system [3–5, 10]. There are
three relations in the traditional RBAC model, which are hierarchical roles relations,
static separation of duty relations, and dynamic separation of duty relations. It also
provides the user-to-role assignment and permission-to-role assignment functions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we first formalize
the cooperative IoTs-based RBAC model. In Sect. 3, we present discussions com-
parisons, and security analyses. Finally, we draw our conclusions and examine future
work in Sect. 4.

Fig. 1. Basic traditional RBAC model [10].
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2 A Cooperative IoTs-Based RBAC Model

In this section, the basic definitions and cooperative IoTs-based RBAC model are
formulated in Subsects. 2.1 and 2.2 below.

2.1 Basic Definitions of Cooperative IoTs-Based RBAC Model

The cooperative IoTs-based RBAC model is shown in Fig. 2. The components of the
core cooperative IoTs-based RBAC model are illustrated in Fig. 2. They are denoted
below. First, the set of SMDs (D, for short), and the results of both trust evaluation as
well as cooperation trust evaluation will be recorded for all assignment. Second, the set
of trust values T is consisting of local trust evaluation (TL, for short) and cooperation
trust evaluation (TC, for short). Third, the set of sessions (S, for short). Fourth, the set
of roles is denoted as R, where R ¼ RL [RV, RL is a local role set mapping to a local
role hierarchy (LRH) and RV is a virtual role set mapping to a virtual role hierarchy
(LRH). Fifth, the set of permissions is represented as P consisting of a local role set PL
and a virtual role set PV where and P ¼ PL [ [ x¼1;2;...lPVx

� �
= PL [PV1 [ PV2 [ . . .

[ PVl . Sixth, the set of the objects O ¼ OL [OVf g accessed by SMDs is consisting of
local IoTs objects (OL, for short) and virtual IoTs objects (OV, for short). Moreover, the
two major relations of the cooperative IoTs-based RBAC model are also explained in
next subsection. First, the smart device assignment (DA) is the smart device-to-role
assignment relation consisting of the smart device-to-local role assignment relation
(LDA) and the smart device-to-virtual role assignment relation (VDA). Second, the
permission assignment (PA) is the role-to-permission assignment consisting of the local
role-to-local IoTs objects assignment relation (LPOA) and the virtual role-to-virtual
IoTs objects assignment relation (VPOA).

Fig. 2. A cooperative RBAC-based model designed for the architecture of IoTs server.
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2.2 Cooperative IoTs-Based RBAC Model

According to the basic explains of the sets: D, O, T, S, R, and P, which are mentioned
above, several functions are then given their further definitions in this subsection. The
relation function of the smart device assignment DA consisting of the smart device-to-
local role assignment relation (LDA) and the smart device-to-virtual role assignment
relation (VDA) represents the assignment function based on the success of both SMD
trust evaluation function (TE function, for short) and cooperation trust evaluation
function (CTE function, for short) from a smart device set D mapping to the roles set
R ¼ RL [RV, RL is a local role set and RV is a virtual role set. The both trust evaluation
functions TE function and CTE function used to associate SMDs with their corre-
sponding trust values calculated by the cooperative trust evaluation (CTE) algorithm in
[10]. The permission assignment (PA) represents the assignment of the role-to-
permission assignment consisting of the local role-to-local permission (LPA) and the
virtual role-to-virtual permission assignment relation (VPA). The permission-to-object
assignment consisting of both the local permission-to-local IoTs object assignment
relation (LPOA) and the virtual permission-to-virtual IoTs objects assignment relation
(VPOA). In addition, the trusted SMD assigned to a single session s 2 S, which is
evaluated by both trust evaluation functions TE function cl trust evaluation �ð Þ and
CTE function vr cooperative trust evaluation �ð Þ representing SMDs associated with
this single session s. The detail of the generalization definitions of the cooperative IoTs-
based RBAC model are defined and shown in Definition 1.

Definition 1: The generalized model of the cooperative IoTs-based RBAC;

• D, O, T, S, R, and P represent the finite sets of SMDs, the set of objects O accessed
by SMDs consisting of OL and OV, trust values T ¼ TL � TC where � is the sum
operation function inputted by both TL and TC, sessions, roles R� RL [RVf g and

permissions P consisting of PL and PV plus P ¼ PL [
S

x¼1;2;...;l
PVx

 !
¼

PL [PV1 [PV2 [ . . .[PVl ; which are assigned by the cooperative IoTs-based RBAC
model, respectively;

• TE�D� T � OL � OV, the trust evaluation function that associates SMDs with
their corresponding trust values calculated by the CTE algorithm in [10] by
cooperative evaluating of their access local IoTs objects OL and virtual IoTs objects
OV via the co-members in a specific session s 2 S during the serving time period;

• CTE�D� T � OV ; the trust evaluation function that associates SMDs with their
corresponding trust values calculated by the CTE algorithm in [10] by cooperative
evaluating of their access virtual IoTs objects VO via the co-members in a specific
session s during the serving time period;

• DA�D� T � RL � RV , the SMD assignment relation function that associates
SMDs with roles available upon the successful SMD’s trusted evaluation;

• cl trust evaluation cl 2 RLð Þ ! 2D, the mapping of a local role cl onto a set of
trusted SMDs, where the function cl trust evaluation �ð Þ is defined as
cl trust evaluation clð Þ ¼ d 2 Dj ux; clð Þ 2 DAf g;
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• vr cooperative trust evaluation vc 2 RVð Þ ! 2D, the mapping of a virtual role cv
onto a set of trusted SMDs, where the function vr cooperative trust evaluation �ð Þ
is defined as cv trust evaluation cvð Þ ¼ fd 2 Djðux; cvÞ 2 DAg;

• The permission assignment (RPA) represents the assignment of the role-to-
permission assignment consisting of both local role-to-local permission (LRPA)
and the virtual role-to-virtual permission assignment relation (VRPA), where
LRPA�RL � PL represents the local permission assignment relation function that it
assigns a local permission pl to a local role cl, and VRPA�RV � PV represents the
virtual permission assignment relation function in which it assigns a virtual per-
mission pv to a local virtual cv;

• The permission-to-object assignment POA consisting of both the local permission-
to-local IoTs object assignment relation (LPOA) and the virtual permission-to-
virtual IoTs object assignment relation (VPOA), where LPOA�PL � OL represents
the local IoTs object assignment relation function that it assigns a local IoTs object
Ol to a local permission pl, and VPOA�PV � OV represents the virtual IoTs object
assignment relation function in which it assigns a virtual IoTs object Ov to a virtual
permission pv;

• r p&o c 2 R; dx; txð Þ 2 Tð Þ ! 2O, the mapping of a role c ¼ cl; cvð Þ 2
R�fRL [RVg onto a power set of IoTs objects 2O based on the availability of the
trust pair ðdx; txÞ ¼ TEðdx�1; tx�1Þ � CTEðdx�1; tx�1Þ, where O�fOL [OVg, tx 2
T and the function r p&o �ð Þ is defined as r p&oðc 2 R; ðdx; txÞÞ ¼ fo 2 2Oj
ðcðdx; txÞÞ; p 2 Pg 2 RPA[POA;

• trust sðdx 2 D; tx 2 TÞ ! 2S, where the function trust s �ð Þ assigns a trusted SMD
onto a set of sessions;

• s rð1 2 SÞ ! 2R, the mapping of each session 1 to a set of roles;
• s rpa&poa trusted pairð1 2 S; ðdx; txÞ 2 TÞ ! 2O, a power set of IoTs objects 2O

available only a trust pair ðdx; txÞ ¼ TEðdx�1; tx�1Þ � CTEðdx�1; tx�1Þ for a session
s, such as

S
c2s rpa&poa trusted pair

r rpa&poaðc; ðux; txÞÞ, where O�fOL [OVg.

■

3 Discussions and Security Analysis

In this section, the features of our cooperative IoTs-based RBAC model are discussed
and their corresponding security issues are also analyzed.

1. Two specific roles which are local roles set and virtual roles set are introduced in
this cooperative IoTs-based RBAC model. At first, both local roles set and virtual
roles set are organized in a hierarchy privileges, individually. Each local role with
high privilege could be allowed to access the permissions belonging to the local role
with low privilege. In the same way, each local role with high privilege could be
allowed to access the permissions belonging to the local role with low privilege.
Each local role will be assigned to a local permission which is allowed to access a
group of local IoTs coordinators or devices. Similarly, each virtual role will be
assigned to a virtual permission which is allowed to access a group of external IoTs
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coordinators or devices depending to the contract between serving IoTs-based
RBAC server and cooperative IoTs-based RBAC server.

2. There are two trust evaluation functions are defined in this cooperative IoTs-based
RBAC model, which are both trust evaluation functions TE function
cl trust evaluation �ð Þ and CTE function vr cooperative trust evaluation �ð Þ in
Definition 1. The reputation evaluation for each local role assignment together with
the virtual role assignment during a time period or a short session s will be cal-
culated the trust values by the cooperative trust evaluation (CTE) algorithm pro-
posed in [10]. In this model, the strength of the security depends on the robustness
of among two trust evaluation functions and the evaluation algorithm [10].

3. For each session, SMD will be assign a local role together with a virtual role. He
could access the resources from local IoTs coordinators or devices managed by his
serving RBAC server as well as cooperative IoTs coordinators or devices managed
by the cooperative RBAC server. All access records consisting of the local records
regarding to local IoTs coordinators or devices and the remote access records
regarding to virtual IoTs coordinators or devices will be logged in a database.
Finally, each assignment of local role and virtual role to a SMD will be logged its
trust data evaluated from the serving RBAC server and cooperative RBAC server
(s). In the other words, the trusted SMD assigned to a single session s 2 S, which is
evaluated by both trust evaluation functions TE function cl trust evaluation �ð Þ and
CTE function vr cooperative trust evaluation �ð Þ representing SMDs associated
with this single session s.

4 Conclusions

The model we proposed in this paper will provide future mobile e-commerce servers
that could be developed with a high potential to exploit an internal security threat that
can be developed or can be applied to a multi-server service that could reduce the
internal security threat. The research results will provide a new generation of IoTs
resources based on cooperative and hierarchical control, and therefore our approach has
a very large application field and development space.
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